
Colégiul National Emil Racovita de Cluj (Romania) 

50 students supervised by Ariana-Stanca Văcărețu,
Alexandrina Cruceru, Valentina Vasilescu, Adrian Magdaș,

Vasile Andrea, Felicia Marincaș, Ioana Nendrean, Anca
Lăpuștea and followed by Adela Lupescu (Universitatea Babeş

– Bolyai, Cluj-Napoca)

High School Altitude Briançon (France)

51 students supervised by Hubert Proal Mickaël Lissonde
Pierre Granouillet, William Faux, Noëlle Trovato and Stephan
Colas and followed by Camille Petit (University of Fribourg -

Switzerland) and Yves Papegay (INRIA Sophia Antipolis -
France)

Common scientific communications

Mathematical understanding through different
languages  

Volunteer  students  from  both  high  schools  are
working  on  topics  proposed  by  researchers  in
mathematics.  They  exchange  their  ideas  in
seminars,  they  present  their  results  during  the
conference and prepare their work for publication. 
This is also an opportunity for young people to meet
and talk with researchers and enhance their work in
various scientific events.

http://matlanproject.weebly.com/

MatLan
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languages through research and
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Learning mathematics and languages through
research and cooperation: 

research work on common issues

exchange of ideas, methods, results ...

meetings between high schools

joint presentations at conferences or other
scientific events

the drafting of common items

List of subjects 2015-2016

- Localization
How to arrange the beams to know
at any time where is a person in a
house?

- Supervision of rooms
We have to place sensors in a 
building knowing that a sensor 
reacts if a person is in the same 

room as the sensor or in the nearby room.
The sensors’ activations must  allow to localize 
exactly in which room is the intruder..

- Growth of crystals
 We model the
growth of a crystal
in the following
way: what can you
say about the structure after several evolutions.

- The bike’s wheel
We want to
make a bike’s
wheel such that

it can roll on a sawtooth-
shaped ground, its axis remaining at the same 
height.

- Controlling a pod
We put an engine at both ends  of
the rope. How to operate engines
so that the pod describes a
segment.

- Poincaré’s disk
Inside a disk, we define straigth 
lines  as  either diameters, or 
circle arcs which are 
perpendicular to the edge of the 
disk.

What does remain of the common results of 
geometry.

- Juggle
441 means that the first ball
spends a duration of 4 in the
air, the second one as well and the last one only 1. 
We then repeat the pattern. Let’s imagine other 
examples with three balls and  with less balls.

- Smile, you're being filmed!
Can we always find an orientation
for a set of n cameras to monitor
the entire plan?

- Decimal clock
The decimal time was adopted
by decree in 1793.
The day is divided into 10 hours
of 100 minutes of 100 seconds. Logical and 
practical!
How to make  such a clock?

- Searching for convex
polygons
Can we always find a convex
polygon inside any polygon?


